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STANDARD SIZED DRAWERS AVAILABLE EX-STOCK AS BELOW,
with non –standard sizes made to measure, in any of the four drawer heights.
Cabinet opening sizes must be wider than the width of the drawer: ie–
A 450 mm drawer back will need a 455mm opening, when using our plastic runners OR
476mm when using metal runners.
DRAWER HEIGHTS 100mm

120mm

STANDARD SIZES (in each height)
350mm x 350mm
400mm x 400mm
350mm x 400mm
400mm x 450mm
350mm x 450mm
400mm x 500mm
350mm x 500mm
400mm x 550mm
350mm x 550mm

140mm

180mm

450mm x 450mm
450mm x 500mm
450mm x 550mm

500mm x 500mm
550mm x 550mm

WHEN CALCULATING DRAWER REQUIREMENTS USE THIS REFERENCE SHEET
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SHEERGLIDE DRAWER SYSTEM
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
1

1. Look at the corner mouldings,

2

you will see that one flange is
marked BACK and the other is
unmarked.

BACK

2.
The flange marked BACK is to locate into
the pieces of profile that will become the

3
3. Check that the groove for the
base corresponds with all three
pieces of profile, now attach the
sides onto the exposed ends of
the corner mouldings.

5. Press the corner mouldings located
in the front profile into the side places,
thus

4.

Insert the base board.
Should you cut your own base, make it
14mm smaller than the external size of
the drawer, the base groove will accept
a coated 3mm board, for a thicker
baseboard, either rebate or sand down
to fit. Gluing into the grooves is not
essential.

4

5

13mm

RUNNERS
The runner to be drilled and
fixed with No 8 round head /
self-tapping screws.
NOTE: Make the cabinet
opening 5mm wider than the
back width of the drawer, to
allow for the runners and
clearance.

“From One Handyman to Another”

17mm

Runners supplied in
410 mm lengths

